The objective of this systematic review was to identify evaluation methods used to assess 3 the effectiveness of healthcare information websites. Simple usage data may not be 4 sufficient to assess if the desired healthcare outcomes were achieved or to determine the 5 relative effectiveness of different web resources on the same health topic. To establish the 6 state of the knowledge base on assessment methods used to determine the effectiveness of 7 healthcare websites, a structured search of the literature was conducted in Ovid Medline 8 resulting in 1,611 articles retrieved, of which 240 met the inclusion criteria for this review. 9
Bing (Fox and Duggan, 2013) . 64
65
This demand for online health information highlights the importance of information 66 being derived from credible sources. While the technological capabilities to create online 67 resources are becoming increasingly easier, developing high quality content that is readily 68 accessible draws upon a complex range of skills and knowledge. The types of skills and 69 knowledge required can be most readily seen in the US usability guidelines (US Department 70 of Health and Human Services, 2006) or the Australian Government's web publishing 71 guidelines (Australian Government, 2012b ). An integral part of determining the "value" of a 72 website is to formally investigate the resource in a structured, purposeful manner. This form 73 of investigation, or evaluation, can support design integrity, successful development and 74
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The systematic collection of information about the activities, characteristics, and 77 outcomes of program services, policy or processes, in order to make judgements 78 about the program or process, improve effectiveness, and /or inform decision about 79 future development (Patton, 2008, p. 27) . Included articles needed to meet the following inclusion criteria: discusses a website; 117 describes a study; the study relates to evaluation; and the website provides healthcare 118 information. Exclusion criteria were: not being an online resource; not being a website (social 119 media platforms were excluded); describes online healthcare professional education; not 120 being a study; not relating to health; or the article not being able to be retrieved. 121
122
Abstracts of the retrieved articles were screened by a research assistant (SB) against 123 the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Three sets of randomly selected articles (n=70) were 124 screened by a second rater (JT) to determine inter-rater reliability. Inter-rater reliability 125 ranged from 76% to 92% for the three sets. After each exercise, the two raters met to 126 discuss the sources of variability and refine decision making. independently or compared to other forms of information transfer. Most studies alsodescribed work that was conducted at a single time point limiting the ability to assess the 220 impact of changes to individuals or to websites over time. Studies around the assessment of 221 the quality of the information content provided in the website and readability levels, reports 222 on changes to structural aspects of the website and issues in search and search engine 223 retrieval were much more commonly published than studies addressing behaviour change or 224 knowledge transfer. While ensuring functionally accessible websites is extremely important, 225 more emphasis is needed on assessing the impact that engagement with these online 226 resources has on individuals and on the health system. 227 
